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Welcome to the nineteenth Monthly Newsletter of the Office of Divine Worship of the Archdiocese 
of Portland in Oregon. We hope to provide news with regard to liturgical topics and events of 
interest to those in the Archdiocese who have a pastoral role that involves the Sacred Liturgy. The 
hope is that the priests of the Archdiocese will take a glance at this newsletter and share it with 
those in their parishes that are involved or interested in the Sacred Liturgy. This Newsletter is now 
available through Apple in the iBooks Store and always available in pdf format on the 
Archdiocesan website. It will also be included in the weekly priests’ mailing. If you would like to be 
emailed a copy of this newsletter as soon as it is published please send your email address to Anne 
Marie Van Dyke at amvandyke@archdpdx.org. Just put DWNL in the subject field and we will add 
you to the mailing list. All past issues of the DWNL are available on the Divine Worship Webpage 
and in the iBooks Store.

The answer to last month’s competition was St. Stephen’s Parish in Portland OR - the first correct 
answer was submitted by Coulter McIntyre of St. Stephen’s Parish in Portland.

If you have a topic that you would like to see explained or addressed in this newsletter please feel 
free to email this office and we will try to answer your questions and treat topics that interest you 
and perhaps others who are concerned with Sacred Liturgy in the Archdiocese. 

mailto:amvandyke@archdpdx.org
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CHAPTER 1
Incensation

A reader has asked that we clarify the current law regarding the use of 
incense and the correct use of incense at Holy Mass and Benediction. We 
have already covered the when and why of incense in Issue 9, Chapter 1. The 
main query around incense is the number of swings to be used. A careful 
reading of the GIRM [277] informs us that the current norms envision, three 
swings, two swings and single swings to be used at Mass and other 
occasions. However, although the English translation of the GIRM from the 
Latin translates both ductus and ictus as swing, the distinction in the Latin 
should be noted. Ductus has traditionally referred to a double swing of the 
thurible and the ictus as a single swing. For example when the priest 
incensed the altar in the old rite the word ictus was used indicating a single 
swing as the priest progressed around the altar. A ductus swing would be 
impossible if the priest was to continue moving around the altar.

A clearer translation of the Latin GIRM [277] would read “Three double 
swings of the thurible are used to incense: the Most Blessed Sacrament, a 
relic of the Holy Cross and images of the Lord exposed for public veneration, 
the offerings for the Sacrifice of the Mass, the altar cross, the Book of the 
Gospels, the paschal candle, the Priest, and the people. Two double swings 
of the thurible are used to incense relics and images of the Saints exposed 
for public veneration; this should be done, however, only at the beginning of 
the celebration, following the incensation of the altar. The altar is incensed 
with single swings of the thurible in this way....” 

With regard to the incensing of the altar the GIRM continues: “a) if the altar 
is freestanding with respect to the wall, the Priest incenses walking around 
it; b) if the altar is not freestanding, the Priest incenses it while walking first 
to the right hand side, then to the left. The cross, if situated on the altar or 
near it, is incensed by the Priest before he incenses the altar; otherwise, he 
incenses it when he passes in front of it. The Priest incenses the offerings 
with three swings of the thurible or by making the Sign of the Cross over the 
offerings with the thurible before going on to incense the cross and the 
altar.”

The rubrics for the incensation of the altar, crucifix and offerings of the 
Extraordinary Form are detailed indeed and have prayers that accompany 
them. For example the incensation of the altar has twenty nine swings of the 
thurible and each swing had one word of a prayer associated to it. The 
incensation of the offerings was equally complicated.

The GIRM is clear that in the current Missal there are no prayers that accompany 
the incensation of any objects. Furthermore, the prayer that formerly 
accompanied the imposition of the incense in the thurible is now omitted, 
however the sign of the cross is still prescribed: “The Priest, having put incense 
into the thurible, blesses it with the Sign of the Cross, without saying 
anything.” [GIRM 277]

The question arises about the triple swing that is sometimes seen when the 
Blessed Sacrament exposed is incensed during Benediction. There are no 
instructions in the current liturgical books for three triple swings nor were there 
any in previous liturgical books of recent time, therefore one can only assume 
that this was a practice that was introduced by mistaken piety.

A further question concerns the movement of the thurible during the three 
double swings. Should the thurible be moved from left to right during the three 
swings, or should the first swing be at the middle then moved slightly to the left 
and then the right. These sort of actions are often seen in many liturgies today. 
The current GIRM does not give any direction with regard the position of the 
swings. However recourse to tradition does not see any prior rubrics suggesting 
that the swings should be anything but in one position.

In summary the use of incense at Holy Mass and other liturgies adds to the 
solemnity and reverence of the celebration, it is burned in God’s honor and 
represents our prayers rising up to him, and his mercy descending upon us.



CHAPTER 2

Pope St. Pius V - 30 April
Pope Pius V (17 January 1504 – 1 May 1572), born Antonio Ghislieri (from 1518 
called Michele Ghislieri, O.P.), was Supreme Pontiff and ruler of the Papal States 
from 8 January 1566 to his death in 1572. He is chiefly notable for his role in the 
Council of Trent, the Counter-Reformation, and the standardization of the Roman 
rite within the Latin Church. Pius V declared Thomas Aquinas a Doctor of the 
Church.

As a cardinal, Ghislieri gained a reputation for putting orthodoxy before 
personalities, prosecuting eight French bishops for heresy. He also stood firm 
against nepotism, rebuking his predecessor Pope Pius IV to his face when he wanted 
to make a 13-year-old member of his family a cardinal and subsidize a nephew from 
the papal treasury.

By means of the papal bull of 1570, Regnans in Excelsis, Pius V excommunicated 
Elizabeth I of England for heresy and persecution of English Catholics during her 
reign. He also arranged the formation of the Holy League, an alliance of Catholic 
states to combat the advancement of the Ottoman Empire in Eastern Europe. 
Although outnumbered, the Holy League famously defeated the Ottomans at the 
Battle of Lepanto in 1571. Pius V attributed the victory to the intercession of the 
Blessed Virgin Mary and instituted the feast of Our Lady of Victory.[6] Biographers 
report that as the Battle of Lepanto ended, Pius rose and went over to a window, 
where he stood gazing toward the East. “...[L]ooking at the sky, he cried out, “A truce 
to business; our great task at present is to thank God for the victory which He has 
just given the Christian army.’”

Blessed Cardinal John Henry Newman declared that “St. Pius V was stern and 
severe, as far as a heart burning and melted with divine love could be so ... Yet such 
energy and vigor as his were necessary for the times. He was a soldier of Christ in a 
time of insurrection and rebellion, when in a spiritual sense, martial law was 
proclaimed.”

Pope Pius V was also known for his great liturgical reform. During Pius V’s 
pontificate, the Catechism of the Council of Trent was published and also revised 
editions of the Roman Missal and Breviary. The Missal of 1570 promulgated by Pius, 
with slight revisions, remained the form of the Mass in the Roman Rite until 
the Novus Ordo reforms during the pontificate of Pope Paul VI in 1969-1970. Indeed 
the 1570 Missal is unique in the fact that it was the first time that one Missal had 
been prescribed for the whole of the Latin Church, with some exceptions for some 
ecclesial circumscriptions with a certain continuous usage of their own particular 
missal (e.g. Paris, Milan).

His feast is celebrated on April 30, the day before the anniversary of his death, since 
the Feast of St. Joseph the Worker is on May 1.  

This stained glass image of the St. Pius V is in the church of Our Lady and the 
English Martyrs in Cambridge,  England. Photo - Lawrence Lew OP



CHAPTER 3

Annibale Bugnini
Reformer of the Liturgy

Archbishop Annibale Bugnini is one of the most prominent and discussed 
characters of the post Vatican II renewal of the liturgy. To some he is the great 
reformer to others the great destroyer. In 2016 the French biographer Yves Chiron 
wrote this book about the life and works of Bugnini; specifically focusing on his 
leadership of the liturgical changes after the Council. It was translated into English 
in 2018 and just recently became available.

In this book, French historian Yves Chiron turns his attention to one of the most 
influential figures of 20th-century Catholicism: Annibale Bugnini, guiding spirit of 
liturgical reform in the period surrounding the Second Vatican Council. Highly 
controversial in his day, and down to the present, Bugnini has attracted high praise 
from his disciples and vilification from his detractors; but all agree that without his 
energetic organizational skills and access to the levers of power, the most extensive 
overhaul of the Roman Catholic liturgy in the history of the Church would not have 
taken place as it did.

Yet who was Bugnini, really? What were his formative experiences, personal ideals, 
intellectual assumptions, practical aims? How did he accomplish so much in so 
short a time? Why, after such a singular collaboration with Pope Paul VI, did he 
suddenly fall from grace and suffer exile? Should he be remembered as liturgiae 
amator et cultor, lover and servant of the liturgy (his epitaph), or as the éminence 
grise of an unscrupulous reinvention of Catholic worship? Can we cut through the 
legendary, the polemical, and the partisan, to arrive at a clear portrait of the man 
and his work? Until now, there has been no biography that makes extensive use of 
all available documentary sources, including Bugnini's own memoirs, Vatican 
publications, private correspondence, interviews, articles, and lectures. The 
present book has filled this lacuna with the scholarly care and dispassionate 
analysis for which the author's books are praised at all points on the ecclesiastical 
spectrum.

Recently a DWNL reader wrote: “I just finished this new English translation of the 
2016 biography by Yves Chiron. Interesting, and answers so many questions.  They 
say one should never ‘see sausages or laws being made’.   To those one might now 
add ‘liturgies’.”   This book should be read by all those who are serious about the 
study of the current state of Sacred Liturgy.



CHAPTER 4

Eucharistic Prayers
The french liturgist Louis Bouyer describes the eucharistic prayer as the high 
point in the celebration of Mass. It begins with the dialogue which introduces the 
preface and ends with the Amen which the congregation says at the end of the 
final doxology. In all the eucharistic prayers the doxology is always the same as 
the first eucharistic prayer, often referred to as the Roman Canon. It must be 
remembered that the Roman Canon was the only Eucharistic Prayer used at 
Mass in the Roman Rite for many centuries, it was only with the reform of 
Vatican II that new eucharistic prayers were introduced into the Missal.

In the course of history the eucharistic prayers have been given various names, in 
the East these prayers are called anaphora. This greek term meaning offering or 
a lifting up is often now used in the west for the eucharistic prayers. The reason 
for this adoption of the the term anaphora is due to the introduction of the new 
eucharistic prayers in the Roman Missal which are taken from or based upon 
ancient eastern anaphora. Some scholars, like Mazza, would avoid using the term 
anaphora for the Roman Canon since its structure and composition is not at all 
like the eastern anaphora.

One of the first things we note about the eucharistic prayer is that it is directed to 
the Father; it is, intensely and essentially theocentric. Mazza states that: “No part 
of the anaphora is exempted from this rule; only by carelessness, therefore, is it 
possible to speak of the epiclesis as an invocation of the Holy Spirit or worse, a 
prayer to the Holy Spirit.” [The Eucharistic Prayers of the Roman Rite - Enrico 
Mazza] 

The anaphora addresses the Father, through Christ and in the Holy Spirit; this is 
basic structure and essence of the eucharistic prayer. There have been some 
notable exceptions to this rule throughout the centuries but they are rare and 
beyond the scope of this article. As Mazza puts it: “With the exception of two 
well-known texts, the entire tradition is in agreement: the anaphora is addressed 
to the Father.” The anaphora should always be addressed to the Father because 
the archetypal model given to us by Our Lord at the Last Supper requires it.

If the eucharist is the source and summit of Christian life then we can place the 
eucharistic prayer in its rightful position as the prayer of prayers. It is such an 
important prayer of Holy Mass that a careful understanding of its place in the 
liturgical history of the Catholic Church is key to a deeper understanding of the 
Mass itself.

Before the Second Vatican Council there were many liturgists calling for a radical 
reform of the Roman Canon (The First Eucharistic Prayer), they claimed that 
many anomalies had slipped into the prayer over the centuries and that it should 
be stripped back to it original form. The problem was that no one could be certain 
of the original form and that its consistent usage in the form we see in 1962 
probably dated back to the beginning of the seventh century and probably has its 
roots in the same prayer dating back to the fourth century. Because of its 
venerable usage for so long the reformers at the Second Vatican Council decided 
not to make any radical changes to the Roman Canon, but to fulfill the desire for 
change, they decided to introduce three new eucharistic prayers to the Roman 
Missal. Others would be introduced later on, but for now the New Missal of Paul 
VI would contain the Roman Canon and three new prayers.

There is always a need for all those who celebrate the eucharistic liturgy to fully 
understand the central prayer of praise, thanksgiving, memorial and a sacrificial 
offering. It is no less important for the laity than for clergy. 

In the next four issues of the Divine Worship Newsletter we will examine the four 
major eucharistic prayers of the Roman Rite, discuss their provenance, historical 
development, structure, major characteristics and compilation. The hope, is that 
our readers will come to a greater love for the Mass, by a deeper knowledge of the 
theology of the prayers used during the celebration of the Most Holy Eucharist. 



CHAPTER 5

Institution of 
Lector and Acolyte

The lay ministries (they are no longer called minor orders) of lector and acolyte 
were established by Pope Paul VI in 1973 with the apostolic letter “Ministeria 
Quaedam.” They are to be given to all candidates for orders. These ministries are 
also open to male laity not aspiring to sacred orders, but in reality few dioceses 
have made effective use of this possibility.

In the Apostolic Letter Pope St. Paul VI states: “The lector is appointed for the 
function proper to him, that of reading the Word of God in the liturgical assembly.” 
And with regard to the acolyte he continues: “The acolyte is appointed in order to 
aid the deacon and to minister to the priest...and his duty to attend to the service of 
the altar.”

The essential norms of this document were later incorporated into canons 230 and 
1035 of the Code of Canon Law. Canon 230 §1. “Lay men who possess the age and 
qualifications established by decree of the conference of bishops can be admitted 
on a stable basis through the prescribed liturgical rite to the ministries of lector 
and acolyte. Nevertheless, the conferral of these ministries does not grant them the 
right to obtain support or remuneration from the Church.”

A man can thus be instituted lector without necessarily aspiring to become an 
acolyte, but it does not appear that one may become an acolyte without passing 
through lectorate. For many practical reasons these ministries are almost 
exclusively conferred upon candidates for the priesthood and diaconate, however 
there are number of diocese in the United States that have a program for installed 
lectors and acolytes. 

The GIRM [187] details the responsibilities of the acolyte: “The duties that the 
acolyte may carry out are of various kinds and several may coincide. Hence, it is 
desirable that these duties be suitably distributed among several acolytes. If, 
however, only one acolyte is present, he should perform the more important duties 
while the rest are to be distributed among several ministers.”

And the lector: “The lector reads from the ambo the readings that precede the 
Gospel. If there is no psalmist, the lector may also proclaim the responsorial Psalm 
after the first reading. When no deacon is present, the lector, after the introduction 
by the priest, may announce from the ambo the intentions of the Prayer of the 
Faithful. If there is no singing at the Entrance or at Communion and the antiphons 
in the Missal are not recited by the faithful, the lector may read them at the 
appropriate time.” [GIRM 196-8]

Recently Archbishop Sample conferred the ministries of lector and acolyte on two 
candidates for the permanent diaconate.



CHAPTER 6 
Who Can Open the Tabernacle?
A reader recently wrote: “There has been some confusion at our parish concerning line 
1.21.16 of the Archdiocesan Liturgical Handbook which states very clearly that 
extraordinary ministers of Holy Communion are forbidden from opening the 
tabernacle during the Sacred Liturgy, etc. Some people are interpreting this statement 
to mean that EMHC's, and all other lay persons are not allowed to open the tabernacle 
ever.  Others believe the statement only applies during Mass since the whole section is 
about the Mass.   The confusion here is that traditionally in our parish, and I suspect 
other parishes, prior to Holy Mass each day the Team Leader for EMHC's, or a 
Sacristan, opens the tabernacle to see how many Hosts are there to determine how 
many need to be consecrated for the upcoming Mass. This would happen 5 times on 
Sunday and once every weekday. This has been very helpful to the priest in keeping 
the reserved Hosts to an optimal number. Would you please clarify this point for us.” 

Let us understand that “[T]he sacred species are reserved after Mass principally so 
that the faithful who cannot be present at Mass, above all the sick and those advanced 
in age, may be united by sacramental Communion to Christ and his Sacrifice which is 
offered in the Mass. [ALH 5.1.1] and also that “In places where the Holy Eucharist is 
reserved, consecrated hosts in a quantity sufficient for the needs of the faithful are to 
be kept in a ciborium or pyx within a tabernacle; they are to be renewed frequently 
and the older hosts consumed properly. [ALH 5.1.7]

The Second Vatican Council was clear that the faithful should receive Holy 
Communion from hosts consecrated at the Mass at which they participate: “That more 
perfect form of participation in the Mass whereby the faithful, after the priest's 
communion, receive the Lord’s body from the same sacrifice, is strongly commended.” 
(Sacrosanctum Concilium 55). In this light it is important to regulate the number of 
hosts to be consecrated at each Mass so that this can be achieved.

This means that someone must estimate the number of faithful receiving Holy 
Communion at each Mass; and keep an eye on the number of hosts that are present in 
the tabernacle so that the number of consecrated hosts does not exceed the real 
number necessary to serve the needs of the home bound. Primarily this is the 
responsibility of the parish priest, and since he is guardian of the Blessed Sacrament 
in his territory this should not be easily delegated. The number of hosts to be 
consecrated at each Mass can easily be calculated over a period of time, obviously 
Holy Days and Feasts days may differ.

There may be some circumstances when the priest cannot access the tabernacle to 
ascertain the number of hosts reserved and the number to be consecrated; in these 
circumstances it would be appropriate to delegate a sacristan or EMHC to do this. 

However, this should not become a habitual delegation. The priest has a responsibility to 
oversee and regulate the consecration and reservation of the Most Blessed Sacrament to 
provide Holy Communion to those at Holy Mass and those who for diverse reasons cannot 
attend Mass.

With some thoughtful planning the need to access the tabernacle before every Mass would 
be eliminated, indeed since the priest is the one who reserves the Blessed Sacrament after 
Holy Communion he could at that time alert the sacristan to the quantity of reserved 
hosts in the tabernacle.

Fundamentally the question is: Can the laity open the tabernacle outside the celebration 
of Mass? The answer is yes; but this practice should not become habitual and casual. 
Moreover, it is the role of the priest to guard, provide and protect the Blessed Sacrament 
and therefore this delegation should not be given lightly. A parish priest in his own parish 
should have no need to ask others to go to the tabernacle except in extreme 
circumstances; perhaps to take Holy Communion to the sick in his absence.

Needless to say “the person responsible for the church or oratory is to take care that the 
key of the tabernacle in which the Holy Eucharist is reserved is safeguarded most 
diligently. [ALH 5.3.5]

Our Lady of the Rosary in Youngstown, OH - Photo Lawrence Lew OP



CHAPTER 7

Blessed John Henry Newman
Pope Francis on February 13, 2019 approved the canonization of Bl. John Henry 
Newman, a Roman Catholic cardinal, scholar, and founder of the Oratory of St. 
Philip Neri in England. The date of his canonization has not yet been announced.

Following a Feb. 12 meeting with Cardinal Angelo Becciu, the head of the 
Congregation for the Causes of Saints, the pope signed off on a second miracle 
attributed to the intercession of Newman, who was beatified by Pope Benedict XVI 
in Birmingham, England on Sept. 19, 2010.

The first miracle attributed to Newman’s intercession involved the complete and 
inexplicable healing of a deacon from a disabling spinal condition.

His second miracle concerned the healing of a pregnant American woman. The 
woman prayed for the intercession of Cardinal Newman at the time of a life-
threatening diagnosis, and her doctors have been unable to explain how or why she 
was able to suddenly recover.

Bl. John Henry Newman was a 19th century theologian, poet, Catholic priest and 
cardinal. Originally an Anglican priest, he converted to Catholicism in 1845 and his 
writings are considered among some of the most important Church-writings in 
recent centuries. Ordained a Catholic priest in 1847, he was made a cardinal by 
Pope Leo XIII in 1879, although he was not a bishop. Newman was also 
particularly dedicated to education, he was instrumental in founding the Catholic 
University of Ireland. He founded the London and Oxford Oratories and their two 
schools for boys.

Newman was convinced that the issue of liturgical reverence was of decisive 
importance in every age of the Church. In fact, he contended that the presence or 
absence of this virtue distinguished true believers from fraudulent Christians. 
Newman declared with extreme candor: “There never was a time since the 
apostles’ day when the Church was not; and there never was a time but men were 
to be found who preferred some other way of worship to the Church’s way. These 
two kinds of professed Christians ever have been — Church Christians and 
Christians not of the Church; and it is remarkable, I say, that while, on the one 
hand, reverence for sacred things has been a characteristic of Church Christians on 
the whole, so, want of reverence has been the characteristic on the whole of 
Christians not of the Church.” He continues: “Indeed, so natural is the connection 
between a reverential spirit in worshipping God and faith in God that the wonder 
only is how anyone can for a moment imagine he has faith in God and yet allow 
himself to be irreverent towards him.”

Lead, Kindly Light, amidst th'encircling gloom,
Lead Thou me on!

The night is dark, and I am far from home,
Lead Thou me on!

Keep Thou my feet; I do not ask to see
The distant scene; one step enough for me.

Portrait of John Henry Cardinal Newman by Sir John Everett Millais from 
the National Portrait Gallery, London



CHAPTER 8
Introductory Rites Unite Priest and 
Congregation (Part III)
“In the name” suggests that we entrust the celebration into the name of the Trinity. It is 
by baptism that we are immersed and entrusted into the name of God. As in baptism we 
are buried and rise with Christ, so in making the Sign of the Cross we actively renew our 
faith in the Trinitarian name of God. The Sign of the Cross is not only the traditional way 
with which Catholics begin prayer, but the obvious and strongest way of doing so. The 
Amen is the solemn assent of those who answer.

The Apostolic Greeting welcomes the people. It is so called because it is inspired by the 
letters of St Paul. Maybe the priest will use “Dominus Vobiscum.” Otherwise he will 
choose another option. All the same, he does not trivialize the greeting by saying “Good 
Morning.” The greeting is formalized because the priest greets the people in his 
specifically sacramental role where, “in persona Christi capitis,”[In the person of Christ 
the head.] he is greeting the assembly called together by God. The congregation does not 
respond “Good Morning Father,” but, “and with your spirit.” As Driscoll continues; “The 
people are addressing the ‘spirit’ of the priest; that is, that deepest interior part of his 
being where he has been ordained precisely to lead the people in this sacred 
action.”[What happens at Mass, 25]

The priest leads the faithful in the Penitential rite as he calls people to recognize their 
sinfulness and ask for God’s mercy. The varieties in the missal are many. The Confiteor, 
which is said by everyone together, encourages the prayers of each person for the others 
and calls upon the communion of saints to assist us. Another form is redolent of the 
versicles that follow the Indulgentiam in the extraordinary form.[Ostende nobis Domine 
misericordiam tuam…] Both of these are followed by the Misereatur and by the Kyrie 
whose repetitions indicate persistent pleas for mercy. The other form consists in a series 
of often seasonal petitions or “tropes” followed by the Invocation, Kyrie or Christe 
Eleison. On a Sunday, feast or special occasion, the priest then intones the Gloria, the 
song of the angels, which is taken up by those present or sung by the choir which 
represents the faithful.

The Opening Prayer brings together the role of the priest in the Introductory rites of the 
Mass. The invitation, “Let us pray,” is followed by brief silence.

Each month we publish an extract from various studies commissioned by the Pontifical Office 
of Liturgical Celebrations under the guidance of Msgr. Guido Marini, which will be of interest 
to those who are concerned with the Sacred Liturgy.

Silence speaks profoundly to the inner being and while being a natural feature in the 
extraordinary form needs to be fostered in the ordinary form as a normal and humble 
response to mystery. This is traditionally referred to as the Collect - the Latin verb 
“colligere” concerns the bringing together of seemingly disparate parts to form a whole.

The liturgy of the Church, through the mouth of the priest, puts into the hearts of the 
faithful a prayer that sums up what we should all be praying for. Not only does the 
Collect encourage us to look beyond the smallness of our own needs and petitions, but to 
hear the prayer said or sung alone by the priest in the name of the whole Church, and to 
make it the prayer of each one of us. Then, oriented toward God and dedicated to the 
worship of the blessed Trinity in the service of the sacred liturgy of the Church, priest 
and people alike may be more attuned to hear the tender voice that calls us so that 
“under God’s protection [we] may attain to the loftier heights of doctrine and 
virtue.” [Rule of St. Benedict, 75]

The first person to name this Prelate will win a copy of Into Your Hand Father by Fr. Wilfrid 
Stinissen , answers please to amvandyke@archdpdx.org. 
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